UPSCALING DEEP RENOVATION
OF MULTIFAMILY BUILDINGS
Applying an innovative financial instrument
using energy performance contracting and forfaiting

Challenges, achievements, lessons learnt, replicability of
the financial instrument and project outcomes
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FOREWORD FROM A BUILDING
By the early 60’s, the Soviet Union faced a severe
housing crisis. The lack of housing was as much a
function of the destruction caused by the Second
World War as it was a need to deliver tangible benefits
and create an economy and an industrial power. This
required creating cities as well as rebuilding existing
ones.1
In the 50’s, “the USSR adopted the policy of turning
the building industry into a mechanized process of
assembling buildings by means of large prefabricated
units...”2 This led to a mass construction effort
thanks to a synthesis of technology and politics in
architecture.
In Eastern Europe, a top-down decision mandated
the delivery of millions of square meters of residential
buildings to be built quickly and cheaply. Faced with an
unforgiving client, architects and engineers combined
the latest scientific theories with engineering practices
in building construction.
The lack of any energy efficiency design was actually an
engineering choice as energy was a free commodity
across the Soviet Union and therefore not a specific
constraint. This allowed the architects and engineers
to design panels and building elements, which were
lighter but no less safe.
Following the fall of the Soviet Union, housing was
transferred to the private owners, with practically all
maintenance deferred. The buildings’ appearances
lacked durability and one urban legend was that they
were built to last 30 years.
It is estimated that over 120 million families live today
in these dilapidated buildings constructed between
1954 and the late ‘80s in Eastern Europe. In Latvia
alone, there are more than 30 million square meters
of multifamily buildings made in this period.
Deep renovation is the idea of capturing the full
economic energy efficiency potential of a building
with focus on the building fabric. It leads to
remarkable energy savings. As nearly all of Latvia’s
stock of multifamily residential buildings continues
to rapidly deteriorate due to harsh weather
conditions and lack of proper maintenance, this idea
is attractive.

How to turn this weakness into an opportunity is the
key of the SUNShINE project.
SUNShINE delivered a process approach to the deep
renovation of multifamily buildings by standardizing
each step of the renovation process: from the
technical and legal aspects to project financing,
allocating risks to the stakeholders who are best
suited to manage them and setting guarantees for
the homeowners and tenants
The project and its stakeholders have faced many
challenges along the way. The most relevant lesson
learned for solving a problem of this size is to have
long term policies and programmes, with consistent
regulatory frameworks for energy efficiency and
energy performance contracting.
Despite the challenges, the project has delivered
outstanding results:
a financial instrument, which provides
a scalable solution to the renovation of
multifamily buildings and supported by large
financial institutions;
• a solution attracting private finance for energy
efficiency and deep renovation,
• a solution that sets high quality standards
in renovation, with energy performance and
comfort guarantees;
• a solution that creates jobs and stable work
opportunities for the construction sector and
SMEs;
• a solution that supports the achievement of
national energy efficiency targets and can
preserve the existing housing for the next 30
years;
• a scheme that can substantially support the
objectives of the European Green Deal and
the renovation wave.
Over time these results will help the renovation of
multifamily buildings and support communities and
business across Europe.
•

Special thanks to the funding from the European
Union’s Horizon 2020 programme, which provided
the opportunity to make this first step.
Yours sincerely,
A multifamily building in need of renovation
Latvia

1 https://everything.explained.today/Urban_planning_in_communist_countries
2 Development of large-panel building construction in the USSR in relation to Progress in the production of building materials
uDc 69.057.1 (47) B. R. RUBANENKO USSR Academy of Building and Architecture (USSR)
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THE SUNSHINE PROJECT AT A GLANCE

SUMMARY
Background:
SUNShINE focused on the deep renovation of
multifamily buildings (MFBs) with multiple private
owners. The addressed MFBs are buildings that were
all made following standard designs, with similar
construction methods and materials.
Despite efforts in recent years and substantial
subsidies in the sector, most of Latvia’s and Eastern
European’s building stock continues to rapidly
deteriorate. Without a significant acceleration of the
current pace of deep renovations, most of these
multifamily buildings will likely become uninhabitable.
The residential sector is also one of the largest
consumers of energy and, as such, has the greatest
potential for improving energy efficiency.
Realizing this potential requires designing, financing and
implementing complex energy efficiency investments.
However, nearly all apartments in Latvia are privately
owned. Practice showed that individual owners are
inadequately organized to manage their collective
property. Adding to the mix a lack of awareness and
of technical knowledge, limited availability of funding
and reluctance for debt financing, the barriers toward
renovation are too high for most people.

This approach addresses risks by reallocating these,
to those best-placed to manage and mitigate them:
(1) energy savings risks to ESCOs – will energy savings
be achieved?, (2) short-term financing risks for
project development and execution to commercial
banks – are the companies / ESCOs bankable and
trustworthy?, and (3) long-term repayment risks to
LABEEF – will the residents pay their bills?
The challenges:
•

privately owned multifamily buildings are a
particular opportunity. The sector has a huge
potential for energy efficiency, but a complex
stakeholder set up and decision-making
process.

•

Proposing new models is disruptive to existing
and well-established businesses, which will react
as soon as they feel threatened.

•

The development of a new business model for
deep renovation of multifamily building needs
long-term housing policy and programmes,
which are not always in place.

•

Matching demand and supply of capital is a major
challenge. ESCOs and facilitators started to work
with marketing activities on the demand side,
preparing a pipeline of deep renovation projects.
To secure funding in LABEEF was too slow, due to
uncertainty and crossed policies, to meet ESCO’s
needs for building renovation.

•

High share of investment grants for energy
efficiency in the residential sector were disruptive
for private investment initiatives and market
development. Their positive effect was clear 10
years ago at early stage of market development.
Their positive effect now is offset by a substantial
increase in transaction and management costs
and in inflationary waves in the construction
sector. High share Investment grant do not work
well on market upscaling.

The proposed solution:
A concept that addresses these constraints is longterms energy performance contracting (EPC) for deep
renovations. A key feature of EPC is that the ESCO
guarantees the energy savings.
SUNShINE developed an innovative investment
scheme. The Latvian Baltic Energy Efficiency Facility
(LABEEF) was established and got financed by the
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development.
The proposed approach used by LABEEF is simple,
yet very innovative: most ESCOs have limited balance
sheet capacity and are not able to support much
long-term debt. So, ESCOs enters into a forfaiting
agreement with LABEEF, before a deep renovation
project, for selling its future cash flows (receivables).
Upon work completion and verification of the results,
the forfaiting transaction is executed, the ESCO cleans
up its balance sheet from debt and continues to
guarantee energy savings for the entire EPC term (20
years). Unfortunately, in emerging EPC markets like
Latvia, there are not enough track records, so banks
are not yet ready to offer these services to ESCOs.

Moving on…

The achievements:
Standardization of the market for deep renovation
is key for: to create scale, lower transaction costs,
increase ESCOs margins and provide the best
value for money and product to apartment owners.
SUNShINE has conceptually delivered standardised
processes and documents for deep renovation of
multifamily building.

…makes the place we live better
6
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THE THEORY
OF A SOLUTION

THE THEORY OF A SOLUTION

Deep renovation leads to very high-energy savings,
but realizing this potential requires designing,
financing, implementing and monitoring energy
efficiency investments. Private building owners
are constrained by a lack of awareness, technical
knowledge and management skills; all combined
with limited or no availability of funding and high-risk
perception and reluctance for debt financing.
RenEsco, which was established in 2008, was
the first Energy Service Company (ESCO) in the
Baltics that addressed this problem in several
unique ways: a simple legal structure, a clear
set of rights and obligations, and key: a 20 years
energy performance contract to make the monthly
payments affordable to the apartment owners.
The company invested in building deep renovation.
The Energy Performance Contracts were signed
based on a decision of the homeowner association
representing all apartment owners, or with a
collective agreement resulting from a general
assembly of apartment owners.

The energy performance contract provided a guarantee
that the residents would pay for the same amount of
energy as they were consuming before renovation;
this was based on an agreed measurement and
verification plan. The company took on all technical,
economic and financial risks.
Based on this solution, RenEsco between 2010 and
2014, completed the deep renovation of 15 multifamily
buildings in Latvia. An independent due diligence study
from a company based in the UK confirmed: ” ... that
substantial energy savings of 45% to 65% on average were
achieved, with additional benefits of improved comfort
levels for the residents, through high quality interventions
and maintenance. The ESCO investments were confirmed
as being good value for money, affordable to residents with
no cost increases for them, while benefiting from capital
expenditure investments that will increase the useful
lifetime of the buildings for another 30 years or more. In
addition to the increase of the lifetime of the buildings, the
energy savings and comfort levels will sustain at least 10
years beyond the ESCO contract duration.”
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1. Energy service companies have the technical
ability to deliver a high-quality building renovation
project. These types of companies can meet the
sector’s multidisciplinary challenges.
2. The proposed EPC in the residential sector is
unique in the industry: it delivers a deep renovation
with a long-term contract. Shorter terms do not
enable a deep renovation or are not be affordable
to most of apartment owners of these buildings.
3. In this scheme the EPCs are all long-term contracts
financed on the balance sheet of the ESCO.
Therefore, the number of projects an ESCO (in
particular an SMEs) can implement is limited to its
financial leverage.
4. RenEsco renovated 15 buildings; could RenEsco
have done more? The lack of long-term financing
solutions and the general high cost to attract
financing were the mayor problem. Financing
long-term EPC (20 years) with shorter maturity
loans translated in freezing substantial equity in
the company. It is also not the business of SME’s
to finance long term projects.
5. The proposed scheme neither sufficiently
addressed nor properly allocated risks. ESCOs
can manage project technical risks, but financial,
economic and payment risks should stay with
apartment owners or financial institutions, which
have better means to mitigate them.
6. For commercial banks, each building renovation
is a separate project and transaction, which
requires certain due diligence in areas where they
do not have expertise. Prudence dictates that
“unknowns” should be priced, translating in either
“no financing” or “expensive” financing.

THE ENERGY RENOVATION
OF A BUILDING
In a deep renovation, all elements of a building are
addressed, leading to:
•

Reduced energy consumption, which equals to
less energy needed to heat a building;

•

Improved building temperature control, which
equals to greater indoor comfort and the
ability to regulate a desired temperature in
each room;

•

Improved comfortable and life conditions;

•

Improved residents’ health: studies have shown
that energy efficiency projects improving
indoor comfort conditions translates into
considerable savings on health bills;

•

Lower capital expenditure, a more efficient,
well-insulated building needs smaller or no
emergency repairs;

•

Good investment – as a building’s value and
attractiveness increases.

Deep renovation also links to another important aspect:
the long-term preservation of the building and asset
enhancement. The implementation of energy efficiency
measures without taking care of all-important building
elements, such as: roof, foundations, staircases,
balconies, heating and domestic hot water systems is
a short-sighted plan.
In simpler words, energy efficiency without deeper
renovation is a lost opportunity and sometimes also a
waste of money.

200 MWh x tariﬀ
Construction
company

200 MWh
of energy saved
is the ESCO
revenue

ESCO
The original Renesco scheme

WHAT WAS THE LESSON LEARNED
FROM THIS THEORY?

Investors

Equipment
devliery
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THE THEORY OF A SOLUTION

DEEP RENOVATION PROGRAMME

CASE STUDY
FROM VALMIERA
Valmiera is located about 120 km
northeast from Riga and about 50
km from the river border of Estonia.
Along the Gauja river, several
multifamily buildings were built in
the 70’s and 80’s. Three buildings
on the same street, built in the
same period with the same original
project design and sizes present an
interesting case study.
One building (Nr. 13) was renovated
and financed through an energy
performance contract, the second
building (Nr. 11) was renovated
with a loan from a commercial bank
and the process organised by the
homeowner association. The third
building (Nr. 9) was not renovated.
The results demonstrated the ESCO
company managed to deliver more
energy savings, implemented more
energy efficiency measures as well
as rehabilitation measures at a lower
overall cost for the homeowners.
The homeowners of building Nr.
13 received an efficient and fully
renovated building, paying each
month, about 24% less in heating,
than the building Nr. 11 and paying
the same as building Nr. 9, which
was not renovated.

Loan

ESCO services

•
•
•

Before the implementation of this energy efficiency measure it is
always important to ensure that the roof is in good technical condition.
If not, the roof needs to be fixed.
Installing loft insulation in an uninsulated pitched roof or technical
attics (cold roofs) is likely to be the most cost-effective way to improve
the efficiency of a building fabric.
Flat roofs with warm deck (warm roofs) in a building without loft and
technical attics is more difficult and expensive to insulate than cold
roofs; however, this measure is appropriate for uninsulated roofs.

THERMAL INSULATION OF EXTERIOR WALLS
•
•

High energy losses occur through the fabric of the walls. Improving
insulation here is an important measure, which help both to save
energy and to to protect the building from further deprivation.
In building deep renovation, the thermal characteristic of façade
walls and plinth are improved. An external thermal insulation system
guarantees high energy performance and helps to protect building
structure.

WINDOWS AND DOORS
•
•

Comparative post renovation
payments
Heat energy

THERMAL INSULATION OF ROOFS
AND TECHNICAL ATTIC

High energy efficient windows improve indoor comfort, prevent air
leakages and contribute to improve building energy performance.
The replacement of doors and windows requires attention and site
supervision during the installation phase. This must ensure effective
sealing between sills, jambs and window frames for proper air tightness.

House maintenance

BASEMENT

100%

•
80%

60%

•

40%

The thermal insulation of the basement ceiling is particularly relevant
for cold unheated basements. For implementing this measure is very
important to empty the cellar, so that the insulation boards can be freely
installed on the substrate.
Electrical cable, lighting points, water, canalisation and heating pipes
should not obstruct the application of insulation and be either removed
or properly embedded in the insulation layer.

20%

0%

Gaujas 9

10

Gaujas 11

Gaujas 13

Home owners

EPC
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FROM THEORY
TO PRACTICE

FULL RENOVATION PROGRAMME

SPACE HEATING SYSTEM
•
•

•
•

ESCOs offering long-term energy performance
contracts have problems to grow. The SUNShINE
project was developed to unlock the private finance
market and deliver deep renovations building energy
renovations based on energy performance contracting.
To put this in practice the project addressed:

Heat energy is mostly supplied by district heating systems. A modern
substation enabling automatic control with automatic temperature
compensation.
Most of the existing multifamily buildings in Latvia are equipped with
one-pipe heating systems, without by-pass for flow control. These
systems are typically outdated and needing substantial improvements
or replacements.
All the main distribution pipes must be insulated with proper technical
solutions.
The heating system renovation must include the installation of
thermostatic radiators valves, and suitable heating system balancing
valves for even temperature distribution throughout the building.

•
•
•

This resulted in the establishment of a fund called: the
Latvian Building Energy Efficiency Facility (LABEEF).

DOMESTIC HOT WATER SYSTEM
•
•

THE SCALE ISSUE

Most of the existing multifamily buildings in Latvia are equipped with
centralised, domestic, hot water systems. The circulation loops of
these systems are also used for space heating of the bathrooms.
These systems are often in very poor technical condition with
substantial heat losses and clogged and corroded distribution pipes.
The installation of a new hot water distribution system achieves
substantial energy and water savings.

The large-scale renovation of multifamily buildings
requires substantial capital. Approximately €4.3b
investment is needed up to 2030 in Latvia alone to
reach energy efficiency goals in the sector. If the
whole sector is to be addressed, even more capital,
estimated at €8b, is needed. However, each individual
project is small ranging from €200k to €1.5m for larger
buildings. This means investment returns for ESCOs
are very tight for the associated risks, unless all aspects
of a deep renovation project are standardized. Each
project does not represent enough value for banks,
unless they can also repeat these at scale.

VENTILATION
•

Ventilation systems supply fresh air and extract stale air from the
space. Ventilation systems can be natural, mechanical or hybrid.
Natural ventilation is driven by temperature differences and wind
pressure. Mechanical ventilation systems use electric fans. Hybrid
systems are a combination of these two.
The design and specification of a building ventilation system has a
large impact on the building’s energy use. Depending on the building
type, its use and occupancy, sometimes natural ventilation provides
the best solution, while, in other cases, a mechanical ventilation with
heat recovery is needed.
Euro

•

The lack of long-term financing options for
Energy Service companies
Proper allocation of risk of a building’s deep
renovation project
Transaction costs

Energy cost
savings to owners

ASSET ENHANCEMENT
•
•
•
•
•

Deep renovation also includes investments to improve the value of
the buildings
Redecoration of the building façade
Fittings of balconies during façade renovation
Improvement of common areas (staircases and entrance halls)
Reconstruction of side walks

Energy costs.
Operation and
maintenance.
Repair.

Present
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Energy Performance Contract
contracting rate (Fees):
• implementation of renovation works
• ﬁnancing costs
• operation and maintenance

Operation and
maintenance.

WHAT IS AN ENERGY
PERFORMANCE
CONTRACT?
Energy performance contracting
(EPC) is when an energy service
company (ESCO) is engaged to
improve the energy efficiency of
a building, with the guaranteed
energy savings paying for the capital
investment required to implement
improvements. In the SUNShINE
energy performance contract:
1. The ESCO examines a building,
evaluates the level of energy
savings that could be achieved
as well as the investment in
deep renovation and then offers
to implement the project and
guarantee those savings and
the quality of the works over an
agreed term; typically, 20 years
2. All technical risks associated with
the energy saving guarantee are
the ESCO responsibility, meaning
that the ESCO is obligated to
repay savings shortfalls over the
life of the contract. At the end of
the specific contract period the
full benefits of the cost savings
revert to building owners
3. The contract clearly shows the
contracting rates that the ESCO
will charge to homeowners.
These rates, also called fees,
cover the investment costs of the
renovation works, the financial
costs of the project, and also
the remuneration for operating
and maintaining the measures
implemented in the building

Energy costs (after renovation):
• Energy price
• Climate atjustements

Energy Performance Contract

Service life investment
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FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE

FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE

THE RISKS RELATED TO ENERGY RENOVATION OF BUILDINGS

Moreover, such financing must be fully collateralized
with an underlying asset whose value will not be
affected by the project. This may require SMEs to
provide personal guarantees and/or to pledge
company assets, especially in the case of Soviet Era
buildings, which suffer from low market value.

Combining these risks together increases the
exponentially. A risk department of a financial
institution looking at financing a 20-year energy
performance contract will first evaluate:
•
•
•

if the project was well-prepared (energy audits,
civil engineering appraisal, technical design), then
if the ESCO is qualified and has the experience
and staff to execute it, and
if private individuals (apartment owners of
multifamily buildings) can afford the project
and will they pay the fees included in the EPC

All of this for a relatively small project. Even if the
bank specializes in project finance and in the sector,
the resulting cost of financing for the ESCO will be
high (as high as 6,5% over LIBOR) and the projects will
be less attractive to apartment owners.

LABEEF

Forfaiting agreement

MULTIFAMILY
BUILDING
Up to 50% of
eligible investment
cost for renovation

This project uncertainty on both the quality and
results, dependent on the ability of an ESCO to
deliver the project on time, and fully meeting
contract requirements, is both a development
risk and an execution risk. Banks will not finance
the project if they cannot properly assess these
risks and cannot assess the results of a building
energy renovation project.

Standardized EPC

The execution risk is not the only risk involved in
financing long-term energy performance contracting.
The second most relevant risk is whether or not
the apartment owner can afford and pay for the
investment. This second risk is the payment risk, a
typical risk that utilities face every day.

Application

Every building renovated today is a “one-off” project;
and being unique requires expensive due diligence,
as the assessment requires independent know-how
outside of the financier’s own competence. In the case
of building deep renovation, the outcomes may vary
widely in quality depending on a plethora of choices:
which package of energy efficiency improvement
measures, which technical solutions, what ventilation
and heating systems, or heating control strategies, etc.

Banks

ESCO

ESCO

LABEEF

Standardized EPC

Financing agreement

Payments

Payments

ESCO
Renovation and
guaranteed savings

BANK
Financing
The ESCO arranges project ﬁnancing

FOREFAITING

ERDF

Subsidy scheme
managed by ALTUM

LABEEF buys energy
savings and associated
cash ﬂows forward

LABEEF

ESCO designs,
implements and
ﬁnances the project

LABEEF forfaits the
contracts and provides
long-term ﬁnancing —
Master ESCO

STANDARDIZATION IS KEY
Based on SUNShINE market studies and research
Without a standardized approach the building energy renovation of each building needs a separate
development and execution risk assessment. On the other hand, non-payment risks in Latvia for multifamily
buildings are less than 3% for most buildings before enforcing legal recovery measures. The Renesco
buildings have a perfect repayment record.

Development risk
Seperated from the EPC
Mitigated by support
programmes

Execution risks

Typical of the building construction industry

1-3 years

From the above, it becomes clear that to achieve scale,
ESCOs must be rewarded appropriately for their
acquired risks, whilst the payment risk represents a
manageable one, especially if all performance risks
can be either eliminated or mitigated.
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Payment risk Typical of the utility industry
20 years

Achieving lower risks begins with contractually
allocating the execution risk to the service company,
and by holding the same service company responsible
for the guarantees over the payment period. This then
allows a financial instrument to be designed to include
only the payment risk. The greater the scale, the lower
the risk of failure as the process is not dependent on
only one company (especially SMEs).

Standardization of the market for energy efficiency
renovation is key: to create scale, lower transaction
costs, increase ESCOs’ margins while reducing risks
and thus, providing the best value for the money
and services to apartment owners. SUNShINE has
conceptually delivered process and document
standards for multifamily building energy renovation.
In the proposed scheme, the apartment owners’
and ESCO’s journey are based on a step-by-step
process, supported with technical specifications,
standard legal documentation, instructions for
project development, and a supporting financing
instrument. This process and documentation are
described in the LABEEF Investment Guidelines and
also integrated in the LABEEF supporting online
platform – www.sharex.lv.

Standardization occurs at every aspect of the
building energy renovation, be it technical, legal
or financial. A single platform ensures that all
stakeholders are on the same page, using the same
standards. Through the platform, they can receive
help to comply with standards.
Particular care was taken to analyse the processes
by which buildings are renovated, including an
analysis of the decision-making process, the
asymmetry between companies and their banks and
companies and apartment owners. The guidelines in
combination with the online platform are designed
to support a streamlined process. This approach,
while not entirely avoiding conflicts will at least bring
them to the surface, with data, shared transparently
between parties.

Introduction of LABEEF Investment Guidelines
These Investment Guidelines are based on a set of principles aligning the interests of all involved
stakeholders. The Investment Guidelines aim to ensure that investments made in building energy retrofits
are sound and socially responsible, while adopting the highest standards of transparency, while offering
investors long-term secured returns on a 15- 25 year basis, and while offering families and residents safe,
healthy and affordable homes for a generation.

15

For Forfaiting

Having defined its perimeter of risk and requiring
standardization to allow for scale and cost
reductions, the design structure of LABEEF’s
Investment Guidelines are rigid and built around
three main pillars:
1. the technical and other objective criteria under
which a project can be accepted and then
forfaited,
2. the manner in which the project is prepared
and designed and finally,
3. the legal documentation to support the process
and meeting the criteria.

the covered
assetsof the
The first pillar pillar For
includes
the eligibility
actors, the project and the solution to be forfaited.
First, the determination of the eligibility of companies
which can perform theGeneral
work, of theEligibility
types of buildings
criteria
that can be renovated, of the
financial exposure
criteria for companies and building owners.
The second pillar pillar includes the technical criteria
Additional
for the building energy renovation.measures
This ranges from
minimum energy efficiency targets, minimum sets of
energy efficiency improvement measures, and required
structural measures EPC
to ensureEPC+
building EPC++
structural
stability, resident safety, and asset enhancement.
The third pillar includes
the legal
documentation;
Minimum
EE measures
these are the contract templates and instructions to
be used by ESCO, which articulate in plain language,
and highlight the rights and
obligations
of all parties in
Sructural
measures
the online processes.

This level of standardization ensures that ESCOs
Energy eﬃciency targets
work according to their best knowledge and deliver
according to the requirements communicated
For Forfaiting
and understood by the owners. It is also a means
Technical
to support a long-term view, because typically
criteriasolutions and
owners will choose easy, short-term
For ESCO
companies. By providing a clear set of rules, it avoids
unproductive discussions: the energy sustainable
For the covered
goalassets
is to be carbon neutral by 2050.

EPC

EPC+

EPC++

For Forfaiting

Minimum EE measures

For ESCO

Sructural measures

For the covered assets

Energy eﬃciency targets

Technical
criteria

General Eligibility
criteria

Project development
±6-8 months

Construction period

±30 days

Technical inspection and
energy audit
+ purchase intention

Bank and Equity
investors informed
about the project

Contracting/
organization of
construction site

ALTUM approval
process and
procurement

Bank and Equity
investors’ ﬁnancing
commitment

240 months = 20 years

End
works

Commencement date

Project design
and project
application

indicated in months in the EnPC

±90-270 days

EnPC
Signature

Pre-EnPC
agreement
with the Client

Service period

indicated in days in the EnPC

1 year

Contract
ends

Settlement periods

Commissioning date

Building commissioning.
Project service period starts.
Revenue is generated.

Project
Service period
ends

Construction period under
RenEsco management
and supervision

Bank and Equity
investors disbursing
capitals

ALTUM contribution
received and
paid back

Forfaiting transaction
Bank paid back. Exist
for equity investor

EPC
Forfaiting
M&V
EPC

Templates

Additional
measures

Instructions

General Eligibility
criteria

The project process for building energy renovation

Project Cycle

INVESTMENT GUIDELINES

Investment Cycle

For ESCO

FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE

Financing

FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE

Forfaiting
Maintenance

Legal

THE MAIN ADAVANTAGES
The improved evaluation, allocation and mitigation
of risks, related to a building energy renovation, is
the first important advantage. However, this financial
instrument provides several advantages beyond the
better risk evaluation. First, apartment owners from
the onset of the project, understand that the project
financing is fully arranged by the ESCO and LABEEF.
Commercial banks know that the project has received
a proper due diligence in areas where it does not
have the full competence to judge, such asactual
design and required outcomes.

In addition, LABEEF provides the banks with a
backstop, in case of failure on the part of the ESCO.
Finally, all parties understand how the project is
monitored.
An ancillary advantage to the LABEEF risk  
management Methodology will occur upstream
to the value chain as suppliers see standardized
processes and requirements; thereby onboarding
and optimizing the next suppliers’ delivery products
and services.

Additional
measures
EPC

EPC+

17

EPC++
s

16

EPC

STRUCTURING THE FINANCING

Energy renovation in Salaspils

The capital structure refers to the amount of debt and/
or equity employed by a firm to fund its operations
and finance its assets. The capital structure under the
SUNShINE financial instrument is shared between the
ESCO and LABEEF, to separate execution risks from

ESCO

Investors

LABEEF

Bank

EQUITY

DEBT INSTRUMENTS

Investors

Development ﬁnancial institutions/
investors

SOURCE OF CAPITAL

Today a potential ESCO, which has had experience
in developing building deep renovation projects, can
receive working capital from a commercial bank with a
two-year maturity loan at under 5% interest rate. The
cost of equity depends on the required rate of return of
the ESCO. The average cost of capital also depends on
the bank’s required debt to equity ratio. In the SUNShINE
project’s 2019 implementations, the ESCO’s weighted
cost of capital was at 5.2%.
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It demonstrated the feasibility: economic, legal and
technical of the methodology. The track record of the
instrument meets all expectations both in revenues
and expenses.
ESCO needs short-term capital for the renovation of
multifamily buildings based on Energy Performance
Contracting and the Forfaiting agreement with
LABEEF. Commercial banks are an important part
of the general ecosystem, which enables mass
renovation of multifamily buildings. For facilitating
mass renovation, SUNShINE has worked together
with several local commercial banks and their
associations, with the aim of increasing their level of
interest and participation.
As a result, LABEEF is now an active member of the
Latvian Banking association and a leader for the first
Sustainable Finance position paper.

Homeowner
Association
(legal mandate)

Salaspils Siltums
Project management
Project design
Procurement
Supervision
Energy eﬃciency guarantee

Process and timing

Procurement of
construction
company
4 weeks

0,62

BEFORE

AFTER

Work Programme

Identiﬁcation of
measures
3 weeks

Project design
review ALTUM
2 weeks

Procurement
approval from
ALTUM
2 weeks

Quotation for
project design
3 weeks

Development of
project design
40 weeks

Grant
agreement
2 weeks

•
•
•
•

All engineering networks were obsolete
Substantial structural problems
Damage to the plinth walls
Large heat loss through buildings facade
elements and broken staircase glass blocks
• Roof leakages
• Ventilation ducts obstracted
and not ﬁlling

• Thermal insulation of all building
envelope
• Replacement fo original windows
and doors
• Renovation of heating, hot water
and ventilation systems
• Structural improvements (load-bearing
structural reinforcement before
application of thermal insulation, roof
cover, etc.)

Energy savings

(January 2016 – April 2019)

ALTUM
approval
4 weeks

1,17

Loan

General
contractor

Energy Audit
3-4 weeks

0,25

t

COST OF CAPITAL

1,0

ac

Combined with owners’ equity, these funds allowed
LABEEF’s first purchase of future cash-flows,
generated from savings in 2018.

Swedbank

Heating bills

0,5

ntr

However, the effort of the sponsor and the support of
SUNShINE encouraged the EBRD to provide a first loan
to LABEEF, alongside the first round of capitalization
by private investors. It is EBRD’s first project where the
counterparty risk is not a legal entity.

Cooperation model
Grant

House maintenance
1,19

Co

The BEEF methodology was introduced to the
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(EBRD) in 2012. The concept started to take shape
in November 2014, when there were the first
discussions between the EBRD, the Latvian Guarantee
Agency, the Latvian Ministry of Economics and the
Latvian Ministry of Environment. By May 2015, a
mandate between the sponsors, Funding for Future
(F3), the EBRD and the Latvian Government was
agreed. In 2016, the Latvian Government withdrew
its participation, jeopardizing the project.

1,5

0,0

ALTUM

Cost for renovation

2,0

0,5

t

SHORT TERM
DEBT

2,5

Building type: 103 series
Floors: 5
Staircases: 8
Total area: 7280 m²
Households: 120
Year of construction: 1971

ac

MEZZ

Cost Breakdown
for homeowners

Main facts
about the building

ntr

EQUITY

Experience from Salaspils Siltums district heating company

Co

Source
of capitals

(SPV, portfolio of buildings)

FOREFAITING

Form
of capitals

the payment risk; ensuring that the first is financed
from the working capital of the ESCO, and the second
through long-term financial instruments: matching
liabilities to assets – the future cash-flow available
from the EPC+ contracts

€/m2 month

CAPITAL STRUCTURE

Assets
Signed EPC

CASE STUDIES

Home owner
decision
3 weeks

Pre-EPC agreement
for project design
2 weeks

Home owner
decision
3 weeks

Construction
works
48 weeks

Heat energy bills
before
1.17 €/m² month
(171.5 kWh/m² year)

Heat energy bills
after
0.62 €/m² month

(95.9 kWh/m² year)

Project investment costs
1 724 316 €

Total project costs:
Corresponding to:

236.9€/m²

Grant from ALTUM:

42% of total project costs

ALTUM is the Latvian state-owned development ﬁnance institution which managed EU structural fund.
Multifamily residential buildings were eligible for a grant up to 50% of the project investment costs. The
remaining investment were organised by the ESCOs.
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CASE STUDIES

CASE STUDIES

Energy renovation in Dobele

Energy renovation in Riga

Experience from eco.NRG

Experience from RenEsco

Cost Breakdown
for homeowners
2,5

Building type: 467 series
Floors: 5
Staircases: 5
Total area: 3433 m²
Households: 60
Year of construction: 1970

€/m2 month

1,5

EPC operation and maintenance

1,0
0,5

0,10

Reserves fee for extra maintenance

0,78

0,47

House maintenance

0,12
0,05

0,21

0,93

0,35

Domestic hot water

0,21

Heating bills

2,5

Building type: 103 series
Floors: 5
Staircases: 5
Total area: 4848 m²
Households: 70
Year of construction: 1976

Cost for renovation

2,0

Cost Breakdown
for homeowners

Main facts
about the building

1,5

Cooperation model
Short term
ﬁnancing

ALTUM
Grant

Long term
ﬁnancing

1,0
0,5

AFTER

Cooperation model

Work Programme

t
ac
ntr
Co

ac
ntr
Co

Process and timing

Identiﬁcation of
measures
2 weeks

Quotation for
project design
2 weeks

Home owner
decision
2 weeks

0.93 €/m² month

Procurement
approval from
ALTUM
6 weeks
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ALTUM
approval
6 weeks

Grant
application
8 weeks

Project design
review ALTUM
6 weeks

Home owner
decision
6 weeks

Development of
project design
24 weeks

Grant
agreement
6 weeks

Pre-EPC agreement
for project design
4 weeks

Construction
works
24 weeks

eco.NRG

General
contractor

(energy service company)
Project management
Project design
Procurement
Supervision
Energy eﬃciency guarantee

Process and timing

Heat energy bills
after
0.62 €/m² month

Energy Audit
6 weeks

Identiﬁcation of
measures
3 weeks

Quotation for
project design
2 weeks

Home owner
decision
3 weeks

671 881 €

Total project costs:
Corresponding to:

195.7 €/m²

Grant from ALTUM:

49% of total project costs

ALTUM is the Latvian state-owned development ﬁnance institution which managed EU structural fund.
Multifamily residential buildings were eligible for a grant up to 50% of the project investment costs. The
remaining investment were organised by the ESCOs.

ALTUM
approval
3 weeks

Procurement of
construction
company
12 weeks

Project design
review ALTUM
3 weeks

Procurement
approval from
ALTUM
2 weeks

Development of
project design
32 weeks

Grant
agreement
4 weeks

• Thermal insulation of all building
envelope (ventilated façade) and
replacement of original windows.
Glazing of loggias.
• New heating, cold and hot water
supply systems
• Refurbishment of ventilation system
• New rain and sewerage systems
• New roof cover and parapet repairs

Heat energy bills
before
0.88 €/m² month

(209.3 kWh/ m² year)

(101.0 kWh/m² year)

Project investment costs

• Outdate and unbalanced space
heating system
• Insuﬃcient number of air exchanges
• Degraded exhaust air ducts, water supply
and rainwater sewerage systems
• Large heat loss through building facade
elements
• Wretched entrance doors and roof accesses

Energy savings

(September 2016 – March 2020)

Heat energy bills
before

(191.1 kWh/m² year)

Procurement of
construction
company
16 weeks

• Thermal insulation of all building
envelope (ventilated façade)
• Replacement of original windows and
doors
• New heating and hot water system
• Ventilation systems repairs
• Structural improvements (balcony slabs
reinforcement, roof cover
and drainage, etc.)

Energy savings

(September 2017 – February 2020)

Energy Audit
4 weeks

• Outdated space heating system
• Centralised domestic hot water system in
critical conditions
• Insuﬃcient number of air exchanges
• Large heat loss through building’s facade
elements
• Roof leakages and damaged rainwater
canalisation system

Homeowner
Association

t

General
contractor

AFTER

ac

t

Homeowner
decision by
general assembly

BEFORE

ntr

ac

ntr

Project management
Project design
Procurement
Supervision
Energy eﬃciency guarantee

0,88

Grant + Loan

renEsco

(Development)

Heating and domestic hot water

0,07
0,10
0,27

Work Programme

ALTUM

(LABEEF)

Co

(SPV)

House maintenance

0,50

Co

invEsco

Reserves fee for extra maintenance
0,20

0,38

0,0

t

(invEsco)

BEFORE

EPC operation and maintenance

1,08

0,53

0,0

Cost for renovation

2,0
€/m2 month

Main facts
about the building

Pre-EPC agreement
for project design
3 weeks

Home owner
decision
6 weeks

Construction
works
45 weeks

Heat energy bills
after
0.38 €/m² month

(89.3 kWh/ m² year)

Project investment costs
1 331 635 €

Total project costs:
Corresponding to:

274.7€/m²

Grant from ALTUM:

50% of total project costs

ALTUM is the Latvian state-owned development ﬁnance institution which managed EU structural fund.
Multifamily residential buildings were eligible for a grant up to 50% of the project investment costs. The
remaining investment were organised by the ESCOs.
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CHALLENGES

PROJECT CHALLENGES

The SUNShINE project faced a lot of challenges. Below the most relevant including few recommendations.

POLICY FRAMEWORK

PRIVATELLY OWNED MULTIFAMILY BUILDINGS,
A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY

Challenge:

Challenge:

Mitigation:

Every project depends on trust between the parties
and a shared understanding of values. This is
sometimes difficult to reach between two entities in a
deal! In the deep renovation of a multifamily building,
which involves multiple stakeholders and clients,
such trust is exponentially more difficult to attain.
Moreover, in these buildings the decision-making
framework can be particularly complex (regarding
quorums, legal numbers, delegations to third parties,
number of general assemblies needed for decision,
etc.).

There is no magic wand for solving this challenge;
however, the problem can be mitigated by building
trust and transparent communication strategies.

The information asymmetry between apartment
owners, house maintenance companies, contractors,
banks or the government institutions, was often too
large for mutual agreements and follow-up decisions
for the parties to feel comfortable. When combined
with the lack of a housing association and insufficient
organizational experience, the challenges were
insurmountable in most of the cases. The result was
often to make no decision.
In addition, in Eastern Europe and especially in Latvia
the continuous political, social and market transition
has resulted in low social trust, which is essential for
cooperation.

This is a list of activities that ESCOs and project
facilitators can undertake:
•

•

•

•
•
•

Provide case studies of best practices; bringing
homeowners to visit already renovated
buildings and to meet with other apartment
owners of already renovated buildings.
Assess buildings against a key set of criteria
and present concise information for decisionmaking, e.g. show the main problems of the
building, the needed cost for renovation and
the effect on the bills.
Do not give false expectations, e.g. uncommitted
numbers or figures; vague promises. This may
sound obvious, but remember that during the
project development process, before getting
to the committed cost estimation, investment
costs in the energy auditing phase will be
already estimated. These figures need to be
managed with great attention.
Do not provide comparatively smaller costs to
the final; that might result in the project getting
turned down at the later stage in development.
Do not add an unrealistically high margin to the
cost; such will stop the project immediately.
Build powerful marketing arguments. For
apartment owners, energy related terms are
rather abstract. The business case should not
only provide energy efficiency and cost savings,
but also arguments such as meeting current
living standards, extending the lifetime of the
buildings, solving daily comfort problems,
improving the quality of life, and increasing the
asset value.

The development of business models and financial
instruments for building deep renovation needs longterm policies.
The right framework starts with a long-term housing
policy, which sets the vision and targets. This policy
must then turn into legislation and programmes, which
have a direct or indirect impact on housing supply
and availability, housing safety and standards and
urban planning. This framework needs to include a
renovation strategy for existing buildings, with specific,
measurable, achievable, realistic and timely objectives.
In the residential sector the legal framework can
be substantially improved. These are few relevant
examples for Latvia:
• the quorum is the minimum number of
apartment owners that are required by law to
be present for a general assembly meeting,
either in person or by proxy, for taking decision
regarding the renovation of a multifamily
building. If there is no quorum, there can still
be a discussion on the matter, but no vote.
Not having enough apartment owners at the
general assembly affect the management of
the building and can stop a building renovation
project at any time. The legal system should
always allow that when the quorum is not
reached on the first general assembly attempt,
then it is reduced on any subsequent attempts.
• Homeowners association, legally representing
a multifamily building, are not very common in
Latvia. The legal system shall be improved to
enforce the establishment of these entities. It
should also ensure that homeowner associations
would be the first legal entity to deal with debt
recovery from defaulting apartment owners.

•

Regulations must be better enforced.
Upgrading multifamily building to fire safety,
structural safety, and other standards should
not be an “optional” choice.

Beside housing policies, regulations on energy
performance contracting are important. For example:
• Regulations on subsidy programmes for
energy efficiency in buildings must always be
open to energy performance contracting, and
not limited to business as usual models.
• For energy efficiency projects, the use of
performance-based solutions should be
considered the default option, rather than
business as usual options, e.g. lowest investment
costs.
The lack of these policy framework and regulations
preventing the use of energy performance contracting
is a critical challenge, which can trigger significant delays.
Mitigation:
There is no specific solution to fix a lack of policies
or policy uncertainties. SUNShINE adapted to the
situation, allocating more and more effort in driving
possible changes. Communication activities with
policy makers and concerned stakeholders brought
significant results: regulations for the subsidies
programme were changed and improved to include
projects based on energy performance contracting.
The challenge is also mitigated building a
communication strategy linked to both the National
and European targets. SUNShINE showed that the
project helped to reach national energy efficiency
target and provided a solution to attract private
investment in the sector.

>50 meetings
Meetings with Parliament:

4 subcommittee

with Deputy State
Secretaries, advisors
to ministers in ministries
or upper management
of agencies

presentations

6 meetings
with Ministers

>20 meetings

with members of Parliament

Estimate of Meetings held by SUNShINE on Regulatory matters
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PROJECT CHALLENGES

PROJECT CHALLENGES

DEMAND AND SUPPLY

THE PROBLEM WITH SUBSIDIES

Challenge:

Mitigation:

Challenge:

Mitigation:

The SUNShINE project presented a new business
model to the market for deep renovation of multifamily
buildings; this based on energy performance
contracting. This model involved multiple stakeholders.

Large scale requires a structured demand and supply
with all stakeholders aligned to the interest of the
final beneficiary: the apartment owners.

The deep renovation of multifamily buildings has been
supported in Latvia with considerable subsidies using
EU structural funds in the form of investment grants.
These subsidies were covering up to 50% of the
investment costs, making renovation of multifamily
buildings financially affordable for apartment
owners. The first programme run in Latvia during the
period 2007 to 2013; the second programme was
planned for the 2014-2020 period, but launched with
approximately 3 years of delay.
The use of subsidies to offset market failures and
externalities is particularly useful in emerging
industries and sectors, such as the implementation
of energy efficiency measures in multifamily buildings
10 years ago. However, the use of this instrument
showed several limitations and contradictions:
• An inflationary wave in the construction sector.
At the beginning of the first subsidy programme
(2007), renovation costs were in the range of 90100€/m². In 2014, at the end of the programme,
costs were in the range of 150-170€/m². As soon
as the new programme become operative in late
2016, investment costs jumped to about 190210 €/ m². In 2020, in some cases, project costs
reached  285 €/m².1
• The subsidy cycle is very disruptive to business
and to the economy, in general. As a subsidy
programme comes to an end, companies,
and in particular SMEs, begin to narrow their
operations and, in the worst case, increase
their tax liabilities until bankruptcy. The cycle
repeats until the next subsidy programme
or opportunity, when a new company is
established and the process is repeated.
• The management of subsidy programmes is
particularly bureaucratic and adds substantial
organisational, transaction, and management
costs to the process, without a tangible benefit
to the final beneficiary and to the ESCOs.
• Subsidy scheme even turns into barrier for
private sector initiatives, such as LABEEF.

The deep renovation of multifamily building still needs
support for making the business case affordable
and interesting for apartment owners. However, the
stakeholders involved in this process should consider:
• Every support programme must be framed
with a long-term policy strategy. To begin
subsidy programmes for the simple purpose of
spending available funds in the short term will
not help to solve the housing problem.
• Support programmes must run in parallel with
clear obligations. Apartment owners should
feel the responsibility of maintaining their
properties in alignment with standards and
norms in the sector. Obligation enforcement
is weak in Latvia. Upgrading buildings for
compliance with health and safety standards
and building codes is mandatory and not
optional.

A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single
step; one must begin with one, well-made, renovation
In this context, matching the demand and supply of
as proof. Reasonable targets covering the entire
capital is a major challenge. Within the SUNShINE
process within a reasonable and conservative
project, ESCOs started to work with marketing
timescale are key. SUNShINE was planned for three
activities on the demand side, preparing pipeline of
years and was extended to five years. To reach scale,
deep renovation projects. LABEEF worked on the
the project might need five years more. Requirements
financial instrument: first, to ensure ESCOs with longfor reaching scale include:
term capital, and then with commercial banks for
facilitating the disbursement of short-term capital.
1. A complete regulatory framework to deliver
At the same time, substantial effort was made to
standardised products and services over the
amend Latvian regulations to enable ESCOs to work
long-term.
within the subsidy programme for energy efficiency
2.
Committed funds available to projects upon
in multifamily buildings. These activities did not
meeting
the minimum standards.
synchronise and ESCOs were not in the position of
3. Several initial standardised projects, growing
providing binding commitments to apartment owners
step-by-step, which can be concentrated
because their project funding was not secured.
financially to trigger the attraction of institutional
Meanwhile, LABEEF was occupied in convincing the
investors.
EBRD to consider the deep renovation of multifamily
buildings as an opportunity with acceptable credit
risks. By the time when regulations were
amended and financing was arranged,
apartment owners and ESCOs were
l sustainable on
disappointed and lost trust.
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Long-term work
instead than
short-term cycles

Using Structural Funds to support the development
of financial instruments instead than grant-based
subsides is the best mitigation strategy to this
challenge.
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Shorter turnaround
and returns
Potentially better
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Long-term low
risk instruments with
indexed yields
Investment with
positive eﬀect on the
environment
and climate

Energy security
Balance of payment
Investments
Service Economy
Tax revenues
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Asset enhancement
Better housing
Less exposed to energy
price volatility
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Financial instruments like LABEEF represent a more
efficient and sustainable alternative to complement
traditional grant-based subsidies. Compared to
subsidies, financial instruments better help to trigger
investments on the ground, while enabling private
investments.
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The SUNShINE model involved multiple stakeholders
1 Investment costs for equivalent projects
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A GROWING MODEL:
OVERVIEW OF THE LABEEF
IN EUROPE
The experience of SUNShINE demonstrates an
appetite for financial instruments, which support
deep renovation of buildings, market upscale and
attract private investments.
SUNShINE‘s effort has attracted the attention of
several other countries, which are seeking to learn
from SUNShINE’s experience and lessons learned in
setting up the Latvian Baltic Energy Efficiency Facility.
Two follow-up European wide projects: Accelerate
SUNShINE (www.sharex.lv) and FinEERGo-Dom (www.
fineergodom.eu) are ongoing, addressing deep
renovation of both private and public buildings.
Several European stakeholders share the common
desire to create an “ecosystem” so that deep
renovation of buildings can reach large scale.
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